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I have thousands of.txt files and I would like to process them to build up a single.csv file where each line is a new.txt file, and each column is a column of the
corresponding.txt file. My current approach is to read each.txt file in the directory, do some basic manipulations, write the.txt file name to a list, and use that to create the

output.csv file. f_name = [] for root, dirs, files in os.walk(join(current_dir, 'test')): if ' ' in root: continue for file_name in files: f_name.append(file_name) for i in f_name: print(i)
This works for the first few thousand.txt files, but after this is runs out of memory. Any tips? A: readlines() is a list-like object, so it can be used for "lazy" concatenation of
text. For example: with open("file.txt") as f: next(f) # discard the first line f.readlines() # note that `f.readlines()` returns itself so there's no need for `[]` # the right-hand
side of `.readlines()` is a generator So you could modify your code like this: f_name = [] with open("file.txt") as f: next(f) # discard the first line while True: for name in f:

f_name.append(name) # if `f` returned an empty iterator c6a93da74d
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